
WELCOME! 



 
 

Introductions and Objectives 

• Begin the journey down the path of 
collaboration and coordination 

 
• Provide opportunity for peer-to-peer 

engagement 
 
• Hear from you – feedback on opportunities and 

challenges 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introductions – Regions & Council personnelMeeting Logistics – Restrooms, Food, Agenda, etc.Activity Reminder – stickers at the break, if needed



Infrastructure Impacts all Michiganders 
 

Public Health and Quality of Life 
• Clean and safe drinking water 

• Safe and faster commutes 

Economic Prosperity 
• Business relies on effective infrastructure 

• Unplanned and “emergency” fixes are 
expensive 

Healthy Environment 
• Preservation of unique natural 

resources  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Assumption #1 – We are here because we care.  And, because we share a common understanding that Infrastructure is important.Why the Audience (and all Michiganders) should care about infrastructurePublic and Environmental health, economic prosperity, and quality of life are dependent on safe, efficient, and effective infrastructure Statistics – Infrastructure affects us allNearly 10 million Michiganders depend on clean, safe drinking water every dayMichigan has “worst roads in the U.S.” – Lvl5, 2018 StudyAuto repair costs due to pothole damage cost the average Michigan motorist nearly $600 annuallyNationwide, tire blowouts cause thousands of crashes and over 400 deaths annually – National Highway Traffic and Safety AssociationDetroit area drivers pay $2,544 per year because of poor roads (vehicle repairs, depreciation, lost time due to congestion, accidents) - Trip, a National Transportation Research groupTourism contributes over $2 Billion to the Michigan economy – MEDC/Pure Michigan 1/5 of the World’s freshwater is in the Great Lakes“No one will invest in a state that doesn’t invest in itself” – Governor Whitmer State of the State, February 12, 2019Case for Integrated Asset Management – complex issues with overlapping impactsProper road drainage and aquatic species migration depend on properly maintained culvertsUnmanaged storm water can lead to flooding and overflows result in untreated sewage draining into rivers and lakes



Michigan’s Infrastructure is Challenged 

• Expansive and Complex 
Network 

• Aging and in need of costly 
repairs/replacements 

• Limited and unsynchronized 
funding sources  

• Siloed ownership  

• Uncoordinated repair cycles 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Assumption #2 – We share an understanding that Michigan’s current infrastructure is challenged.  And we are here, because we want to make d difference.Set the Stage – complex network with many challenges Michigan’s infrastructure network services nearly 10 million people daily Expansive and ComplexMichigan has over 3350 infrastructure owners across transportation (roads/bridges/culverts/signals), water (drinking water, wastewater, storm water), utilities (electric and gas), and communications (broadband)Aging and expensive to repair/replace85% of Michigan’s infrastructure was built 30-70 years ago – Asset Management Pilot ReportMichigan has “worst roads in the U.S.” – Lvl5, 2018 StudyIn addition to the $1.2 billion annual revenue being phased in, an additional $2 billion is needed to keep roads from further deterioration – Senate Fiscal Analysis, Winter 2019Lack of coordination across funding mechanisms, infrastructure owners, and repair cycles results in:Repeated road-openings – reducing structural integrity of the roadIncreased costCitizen inconvenience



 
 

What are Michigan’s 
Infrastructure Assets? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Michigan is the first in the nation to look at Cross-Asset Integrated Asset ManagementRoads, Bridges, Culverts, Signals, Drinking Water, Wastewater, Storm Water, Electric, Gas, TelecomMichigan recognized the need for a holistic, integrated approach to infrastructure asset management and took the steps to address itMichigan spreading the culture of asset managementDescribe the impact on creating a culture of asset management for one single asset class; imagine the impact across asset classesBest Practice examples from City of East Grand Rapids and Shelby Township – in communications materialsAnecdotally, opportunity for 30-40% cost savings when projects are integrated – reduced citizen burden, “dig-once,” etc.



<a href="https://www.freepik.com/free-photos-vectors/car">Car photo created by peoplecreations - www.freepik.com</a> 

What is Management? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Management, by definition, means to care for, to be in charge of and to nurture. Management means that we don’t wait for a crisis or a service failure to occur before acting; we minimize and prevent those events through active management and formalized planning.  It is about moving from reactive decisions to proactive management.Actively managing our assets means paying attention to both what we can and can’t see. It is caring for the visible roads and the hidden pipes. We need to actively manage all assets in a way that ensures they will continue to contribute to the quality of life of our citizens now and in the future. 



It helps us care for the 

What is Asset Management? 
Asset management is a 
process used in decision-
making. 
 
It helps us care for the 
infrastructure that delivers 
valuable services to our 
communities in a way that: 
• Considers service needs of 

the community 
• Manages risks and 

opportunities 
• Uses resources wisely 
 
 

Courtesy of  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message: Asset management is a process used in decision-making.Notes: So, for local governments, engaging in an asset management process allows us to answer the fundamental questions: How do we best care for the assets that deliver services to our residents; the very services that they rely on every day? And what they truly want is safe and sustainable services delivered in a predictable, cost-effective manner.In truth, our residents don’t want to have to think about it. They just want it to happen without any unpleasant surprises or inconvenient disruptions. Our job is to manage assets and deliver services in the smoothest and most fiscally responsible manner possible. Here in Michigan, we are using the words:  effective and efficient with a focus on collecting and using data to make decisions.  The use of updated data, ie “continuous collection” implies that the manager adjusts to what the data is saying. The analysis of the data and adjusting your process/procedures to it is key.The five competencies Policy and governance: By developing this competency, your organization is putting in place policies and objectives related to asset management, bringing those policies to life through a strategy and roadmap, and then measuring progress and monitoring implementation over time. This competency helps you create the policy structure in your organization that lays out your asset management goals and how they will be achieved, leading to organizational alignment and commitment.People and leadership: By developing this competency, your organization is setting up cross-functional teams with clear accountability and ensuring adequate resourcing and commitment from senior management and elected officials to advance asset management. Asset management requires integration of multiple perspectives. At a minimum, your asset management team should be a representation of people who understand finance, decision-making, and the planning and operations of each relevant service area. This competency helps you create and sustain connections across teams and build leadership in asset management.Data and information: By developing this competency, your organization is collecting and using asset data, performance data and financial information to support effective asset management planning and decision-making. This competency helps you improve your data management practices so that you have the information you need about your assets when you need it. Planning and decision-making: By developing this competency, your organization is documenting and standardizing how the organization sets asset management priorities, conducts capital and operations and maintenance (O&M) planning, and decides on budgets.This competency helps you implement asset management, by ensuring that asset management policies, objectives and information are consistently informing organizational plans. Contribution to asset management practice: By developing this competency, your organization is supporting staff in asset management training, sharing knowledge internally to communicate the benefits of asset management, and participating in external knowledge sharing.This competency helps you build your organization’s overall asset management practice by ensuring that internal stakeholders are well-informed and that your organization stays current with, and contributes to, leading practices, training and education. Courtesy of “What is FCM’s Asset Management Readiness Scale?”



Building a Culture of Asset Management 
Asset 
management is 
not… 
• Standalone 

plan or project 
• Software 
• Data collection 
• An individual 
• Money 
 
It is a comprehensive 
approach to all of 
these inputs! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message: Asset management combines smaller parts. The parts are not, in and of themselves, asset management.Notes: As important as it is to understand what asset management is, it is equally important to understand what it is not. There are ingredients that contribute to the recipe, but in the same way that flour is not bread, these things are not asset management. Although asset management is not a standalone plan, asset management plans, software and data collection can all be useful ingredients that can support holistic and integrated asset management practices.Asset management is proactive rather than reactiveAbout the photo: Sinkhole was in Ottawa County in 2017. Estimated size was 20 feet wide and 16 feet deep. Cause: Deterioration of the culvert underneath the road. Photo courtesy of Ottawa County Sherriff’s Department.



• 21st Century Infrastructure 
Commission 
• Long-term vision and 

recommendations across 
transportation, water, 
energy, and 
communications  

• Infrastructure Asset 
Management Pilot 
• Focused, cross-asset 

inventory and assessment 
in 16 West and Southeast 
Michigan Counties 

Identifying Opportunity in Challenge 



• P.A. 323 of 2018 creates 
the Michigan 
Infrastructure Council 
(MIC)  

• P.A. 324 of 2018 creates 
the Water Asset 
Management Council 
(WAMC) under MIC 

• P.A. 325 of 2018 realigns 
the Transportation Asset 
Management Council 
(TAMC) under MIC 

Building the Foundation for Statewide 
Integrated Asset Management 



MIC Mission & Goals – Working 
Toward a 30 Year Strategy  

Mission:  Define a vision 
for Michigan’s 
infrastructure that 
provides the foundation 
for public and 
environmental health, 
economic prosperity, 
and quality of life 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Educate: Provide accurate and trusted information to support effective infrastructure decisionsQuantify and Communicate the value of lifecycle managementCreate a common glossary across assets to enable coordinationBuild an infrastructure dashboard to monitor status and measure improvementsCollaborate: Facilitate a coordinated, holistic approach that optimizes the contributions of all who manage and use Michigan’s infrastructureCoordinate: Align strategies for infrastructure management to ensure that Michigan’s assets are effectively and efficiently constructed, operated, and maintainedPrioritize: Establish and document the condition of Michigan’s infrastructure to identify the needs of greatest priorityInvest: Determine, recommend, and advocate for adequate funding for Michigan’s infrastructure and promote effective and efficient investments to achieve maximum benefit



• Provide subject matter 
expertise and guidance 
to the MIC 

• Develop asset 
management templates 

• Identify statewide training 
needs 

• Conduct annual 
reporting 

• Participate on the MIC   

MIC Sub-Councils  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
WAMC – Asset Management PlanOwner - serves 1000 or more individuals and required to have an asset management plan through an NPDES permit or Safe Drinking Water ActTAMC – Asset Management PlanAgency – responsible for 100+ certified miles of road (includes all 83 County Road Departments and Commissions and 39 of Michigan’s Largest Cities



Foster and support a 
statewide culture of asset 
management focused 
on the role of water 
infrastructure in providing 
public health and 
optimizing stakeholder 
value 

Water Asset Management Council 
Mission  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Creates council in DEQ/EGLE Advise MIC on statewide water asset management strategyDevelop asset management template (collaborate with counterpart - TAMC)Submit annual report to MIC with asset condition and investment needsIdentify statewide training needs



• Drinking Water 
• Wastewater 
• Storm Water 

Water Asset Management Strategy 



To Develop and Support Excellence in 
Managing Michigan’s Transportation 
Assets by: 
1. Advising the Legislature, State 
Transportation Commission (STC), Michigan 
Infrastructure Council (MIC) and 
Transportation Committees.  

2. Promoting Asset Management Principles 

3. Providing tools and practices for road 
agencies.  

4. Collaborate and coordinate with Water 
Asset Management Council (WAMC) and 
other asset owners.  
 

Transportation Asset  Management  
Council Mission  



Transportation  Asset Management 

• Roads 
• Bridges 
• Culverts 
• Signals 
• Other?  

 



Asset Management Plan 
Components 

           WAMC 
• Asset inventory 
• Level of service analysis 

(Performance goals) 
• Risk of failure analysis 
• Anticipated revenues and 

expenses 
• Performance outcomes analysis 
• Description of plans to 

coordinate 
• Proof of acceptance/adoption 

by governing body 
 

           TAMC 
• Asset inventory 
• Performance goals                                       
• Risk of failure analysis 
• Anticipated revenues and 

expenses 
• Performance outcomes analysis 
• Description of plans to 

coordinate 
• Proof of acceptance/adoption 

by governing body 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The similarities between the two plans demonstrate a consistent approach to asset management plans.



• Unified – Culture of Asset 
Management across 
assets and across 
Michigan 

• Tactical – Common 
definitions, standards, 
processes, requirements 

• Strategic – Coordinated 
training/education, 
projects,  funding, policy, 
analytics 

Three Councils – One Message 
 



Asset management is 
part of our everyday 
lives.  

We are all asset managers… 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In thinking of the assets we manage, how do we approach them?  Is first cost, i.e. money out of our pocket the main driver or do we think of the total life cycle cost of the asset?  If you are considering replacing the roof on your house, what do you consider?  {ask audience?}  (first cost of replacement, age of house, how long do I plan to own the house, type of roof and difficulty of job – steep or flat,  warranty on roof material)



Group Activity 
After the Break - Organize into small 
groups 
• Goals: 
o Sit with someone new 
o Asset diversity 
o No more than 2 similar colored dots 

per table 
• Designate one person as the scribe 
• Designate one person as the 

“spokesperson” 



BREAK 

15 minute break 
 

Organize into groups following the break 



Group Activity 
• Introduce yourselves to your group 

• Name, where you work, and what asset(s) do you 
own/manage/maintain. 

• Discuss and brainstorm answers to the following questions: 
 

• How can Michigan improve the culture of infrastructure 
asset management? 

• What are we doing that fails? 
• What are we doing that works? 
 

• Do you have suggestions for increasing cross – asset 
project coordination?  

• What are the barriers to project coordination today? 
• Where are there opportunities for improvement? 

 



Report out and Discussion 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Were there any commonalities in the answers to the questions across assets?Was there an underlying theme to the answers?Did anything surprise you about the answers your group came up with?What did you learn by collaborating with your peers and colleagues?



Did we succeed today? 
• Did you meet someone new? 
• Did you have a new discussion or think 

about infrastructure asset management in 
a new way? 

• Do you have any final thoughts or 
suggestions that could improve upcoming 
summits? 



Next Steps 
• Incorporate Feedback:  The information gathered at 

the statewide Regional Asset Management Summits 
will be compiled, shared, and used to drive future 
content/activities  

• Build a Shared Understanding:  Fall summits will take a 
deeper dive into integrated asset management and 
provide tools for improving asset management policy, 
strategy, and governance. 

• Collaborative Technology:  Fall summits will introduce a 
project portal that will enable communities, 
infrastructure owners, and other decision makers to 
collaborate. 



Thank You 
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